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Generation Y 

 Are sometimes referred to as Millennials, Millennial Generation or Gen Y.

 Were born between the1980s and 2000s.

 Have been shaped by the technological revolution that occurred 
throughout their youth.

 Grew up with technology, so being connected and tech savvy is in their 
DNA.

 Are online and connected 24/7, 365 days a year.



 When it comes to teaching, how would you describe 
Generation Y students?



 impatient
 incurious
 unmotivated
 lethargic
 content by just getting by
 give-up easily
 appear to always be in the dark
 want good grades for small amounts of work and 

effort 



Generation Y students like:
 to work in groups.
 to multitask.
 to feel that what they are doing is meaningful and 

important.
 to learn in a creative, interactive and fun way.
 to use technology to solve problems, acquire new 

information and develop their skills.

Generation Y students dislike:
 to learn through traditional teaching approaches.



Rather than expecting to adapt to their work and 
academic environments, students seem to expect 
their environments to adapt to them. Therefore, 

 Teachers need to keep-up with new ………. and 
incorporate them into their ………. 



 Consider this generation an opportunity to 
question and enhance your approach to teaching.

 Try to see the world through the eyes of 
Generation Y, and be willing to learn from our 
students.



Examples of technological activities that can be 
incorporated into one’s teaching will be presented by:

Ms. Lubna Adel - (puzzle maker)

Ms. Nora Khalil & Nesreen Fakhr - (Socrative)

Dr. Ahlam Othman - (Educanon) 
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